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About 300 years ago was the Qing
Dynasty period in China. During this time
lived a woman who was a farmer but
very poor. One day she was ill, but still
she went to work. After a few days she
could not go to work any more and she
lay in bed every day. Her body kept
getting weaker and weaker, and she had
no energy to do anything. She
knew that if she kept going like
that she would die.

All her neighbours and
friends were farmers and poor
as well. No one could really
help her. One day one
of her friends said to
her “I hear that in the
next town there is a
doctor who is very
good. I think he
might be able to
treat you.” But
the sick woman
appeared a little
bit worried and
answered, “But I
have no money.
How can I afford to
pay for the treat-
ment?”

Then the
friend looked at her
and thought for a while
and then she said,
“Perhaps if you write
him a letter telling him
your situation, he might
be able to help you. If
not he can just refuse
you. You have nothing to
lose.” The sick woman
thought maybe her friend
was right and so she had
a letter written to the doctor.

A few days later a visitor came to
her house. He introduced himself as the
doctor she had written to. The sick
woman was very surprised that he was
really here. The doctor mentioned he had
received her letter and that he had
arranged his schedule to come there. He
then started to treat the sick woman. He
looked at the woman for a while and
after some general conversation, he said
to her, ” Don’t worry. You will be all right.
I will send someone to cook you this
herbal medicine for you and if you drink
it soon, you will be fine.”

At that time, Chinese herbs
needed to be cooked with water for an
hour or even more. Then the patient
would need to drink the soup, which is
the essence of all those herbs. Today
many people take tablets instead as they
cannot stand the long time for cooking,
the smell and also the taste of the

medicine. Of course there are still
many people who prefer cooking
the herbs than taking the tablets.
I myself prefer the traditional way.

The doctor left the sick
woman. A while later, the women

still could not believe what she
saw. There was someone

standing at her door with the
medicine and they even came
and cooked it for her.

After a few days the sick
woman found herself stronger.
She very much appreciated that

the doctor had come to her poor
home to treat her. She was very

embarrassed to mention about
money, but the doctor did not even
ask her. She believed him to be a
good doctor with good morality.
Still she wished she had something
to give to the doctor. Then she
remembered that she had hidden
some money under her pallet a
long time ago, just a small
amount, but the woman still
thought that she should give it
to the doctor as he had saved
her life.

However, when she
looked under her bed she could
not find it. She was surprised
because she remembered she
had really had kept the money

there. She also remembered there
was no body but her who had slept in
her bed. She was always in her bed, so
no one could get to the bed to take the
money. Then she remembered that the
doctor had come into her when she was
in bed, however, she could not believe
that the doctor would take her money.

Anyway, she planned to visit the
doctor to thank him for his treatment and
early the next morning she began to walk
to the next village to visit him in his clinic.
She waited until he had seen his patients
and had time to talk with her. He was
very busy treating many sick people who
all seemed to trust him very much. In a
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By John Hayes
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Joint Problems
Dear Sifu,

I was hoping you would have the
time to answer a query I have. I have
recently had to retire early because of
knee problems. I have virtually no
cartilage left and have osteo-arthritis in
both knees, having been told that in five
years or so time when my knees have
deteriorated further that I will have to
have the kneecaps replaced with artificial
joints.

I have been involved in Martial
Arts for most of my adult life and the
injuries are in some way I believe a
culmination of years of what are now
generally viewed as outdated and
inappropriate training methods and joint
stressing. I have your books and many

of your articles from Qi
Magazine on Qigong but find
it difficult to stand for too long
or put pressure on my knees
by bending them without them
swelling completely up,
becoming painfully inflamed
and risking further damage. Is
there any type of exercise
system or Qigong movements
that you feel would be of any
benefit for me to persevere with
in helping with this problem.
G. Alexander, Norfolk.

Dear G,
Thank you for your letter. I

know that with your condition
you must be in a lot of pain but
your attitude is very good and

will help you in trying to heal your
condition. In the beginning, I
recommend that you do sitting
meditation.

First find a straight-backed
chair that is solid and lets you

comfortable sit forward on it with
both feet flat on the floor. Your back

should be straight, but not
touching the back of the chair at
all. Make sure you pull back the
feet so that the Yongquan point
is in line with the front of the
knees and place both palms flat
on the thighs. Close your eyes
and mouth and breathe
naturally through the nose. Try
to let go any thoughts and just
let everything happen naturally
in the body. You may feel

Recently, someone wrote to ask what
each of the Chinese writing has
meant on the Tse Qigong Centre polo
shirts over the past few years.

1998 - Michael Tse

1999 - Wild Goose Qigong

2000 - Health First

2001 - Simple and Natural

2002 - Respect the Skill, Respect the
Teacher

2003 - One True Level

Hello Tse Qigong Centre and Qi Magazine readers,
Happy New Year to you all! New Year is a

time of change and new beginnings. This includes
new things in the Centre and Qi Magazine. The
first concerns membership. It will no longer include
a polo shirt because supply prices for have risen
quite high and we are not happy to increase the
membership to cover this.

Instead, we will lower the membership price
and offer a limited edition polo shirt which is available separately. NOTE, this is only
available in March by advance order only. Once they have sold out, they will no
longer be available. These can be obtained through the Centre, ordering details are
on the back inside cover.

This polo shirt will be royal blue with the Chinese writing, “ Yat Jun Faat Gei”,
which means “One True Level”. In Buddhism , it means that we should not look down
at other people nor put up ourselves. We should not look at others as bad and
ourselves as good, but treat everyone with one true level.

The other thing that will be changing this year concerns Qi Magazine. The
single issue cover price will increase slightly with the Mar/April issue, (£3.50/$5.95).
In addition, in July, the magazine will begin to be produced on a quarterly basis
instead of bi-monthly. The page numbers will increase and feature some more new
writers and Chinese subjects. However, this change will help to reduce some of the
administration costs associated with producing and posting the magazine.

We hope in the following future that the Centre and the Qi Magazine can
help contribute even more to the people through opening of Chinese skill and
philosophy.

Time for Change

Gong Hei Faat Choi!
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warmth in the hands and feet and knees
or even some tingling, but this is natural
and is just the Qi going to heal all the
blockages in the body. Try to do for five
minutes a few times a day. Then slowly
build up to fifteen minutes to half an hour
a day, either in the morning or before you
go to bed. If you find benefit and easing
of your pain, then maybe you can consider
some gentle exercises that will help take
you onto the next step.

The most important thing is to be
patient and let the body heal. Do not try
to be too quick for results as this will take

time. Eventually, you will find your mind
more relaxed as well and this will help
your body to heal. When the body gets
stronger, you can then try some standing
meditation for a short while and maybe
even some of the Balancing Gong
exercises later.
With kind regards,
Michael Tse

How Long?
How Fast
Dear Michael,

I recently bought your book and
was fascinated with the wealth of
information on Qigong. However,

I am not clear if the Qigong
exercises should be done at a slow or a
fast rate, i.e., should one stay in that
position for a certain time when one
reaches the right position, (like in yoga
where you stay in a position usually to
the count of five), or should one do the
exercises six times, as you suggested, at
a fast rate.
Thank you.
Zorica L.

Dear Zorica,
Your question is a good question

and one which I think others have thought
about. Actually, in the style of Qigong I
teach, the movements are natural. Not

too fast, not too slow. If we do the
movements too fast, then the Qi can not
keep up with the movement and if we
do the movements too slow, the Qi will
become stagnant. The movements
should also connect with your breathing
and relaxation. In this way you will know
the right speed to practise.
Best wishes,
Michael Tse

No Good Turn
Dear Mr Tse,

I have been practising Wing
Chun for some time now, but I still

cannot defend myself against the fast,
continuous punches of Wing Chun. When
I use a Tan Sau with Juen Ma to deflect
the first punch, I am always caught off
guard by the second punch. My turning
stance does not seem to be fast enough.
Maybe I am using the wrong technique
in this situation? Do you have any
suggestions?
Many thanks,
Christian

Dear Christian,
Do not only use Juen Ma, use

footwork. Only use Juen Ma when there
is no space, but even then if you use Juen

More Training
Dear Mr Tse,

I have always loved martial arts. I’ve watched things like ninja turtles,
Jackie Chan, Bruce Lee, Jet Li, Dragon Ball, etc. I like fighting with friends and
I like being strong, but I can’t stand the thought of being a big, bulky idiot
with nothing but large arms.

It’s been two years now that I have trained and I feel that I need more.
I have been going over the Internet for information on Qi raising techniques
that I could learn, but I’ve come up empty. I had one teacher for the psychic

training and have learned a little about meditating, but then my
parents said not to trust him and to stop talking to him. There’s a

fighting tournament that when I am sixteen I can enter, but I
believe I need much more skill. I have two years to

finish training and would be pleased if
you could send me some Qigong, Kung
Fu or whatever else type of training
techniques you think I could use. Thank
you for your time.
Chip

Dear Chip,
Many people are attracted by the

flashy, strong side of martial arts. But
this is only external and covers only one side. To be good,

you need internal strength and also a clear mind and heart to develop your
understanding of the art’s philosophy. Until you can bring both the physical
and mental together, then your skill will be limited. A good martial art skill
should be for life, not just when you are young. My Wing Chun teacher is
almost eighty years old now and his skill is very high.

This is because he does not only use Wing Chun skill for fighting, but for
his life. A good martial art shows us how to handle any kind of situation. For
instance, if someone is very angry and shouting at you, it is just like someone
using a lot of energy to come forward in fighting. So for Wing Chun, the more
they use their energy to come forward, then the easier it is to control them. We
know we should not use hard against hard. We wait until they have finished
using their energy and then we can come forward. My suggestion is that you
do Ma Bo training. This is called Horse Stance training and is one of the
foundation stances for all Chinese martial arts. When you do, make sure your
back is straight. You can keep a higher posture initially but then try to get lower
and stay there. This will make your body stronger and your mind clear.
Yours sincerely, Michael Tse

More Training

“To be good, you
need internal strength and
also a clear mind and heart.”
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Ma, you will still be using strength and
your opponent will easily catch you. The
best bet is to step back and use footwork
to avoid the punch. Then you do not need
to use strength and the distance will be
widened so you will not get hit.
Yours sincerely, Michael Tse

Good Bed
Feng Shui
Dear Sifu Tse,

In an older Qi Magazine (Issue 55
May/June 2001), I read the article about
Feng Shui in the bedroom. I’m
specifically interested in the chapter
about how high the bed should be: not
higher then two feet and a half. I do live
in a very small room and to create space
I consider getting a bunk bed and perhaps
using the space under the bed to hang
up my clothes. Unfortunately, the article
doesn’t give any advice regarding such
cases or how to prevent bad energy when
sleeping in a bunk bed. Perhaps you could
help? Thanks a lot in advance.
MD

Dear MD,
Building a bunk bed like this

would not be very good as it will
make too many dreams as it is not
grounded enough. Your future
will not have a good
foundation. Whenever
you have anything under
the bed, it means you
have things that are not
complete and have a lot
of things you still need to
sort out. I hope this helps
you.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Tse

Pondering
on the
Pounding
Dear Sir,

I wonder if you
might be able to clarify a
question for me
concerning Chen style
Taijiquan. I notice in
some forms in the
posture Buddha Warrior
Pounds Mortar that
sometimes the punch
occurs immediately

Advice for Father

and sometimes the punch occurs after.
Could you please explain why? Is one
way right and the other wrong or are
both okay? Hope you can help me with
this. In anticipation of your reply. Thank
you very much.
Regards,
Derek B

Dear Derek,
Both ways are right. Placing the

fist to the palm before Pounding the

Mortar, this is seen more commonly in
the Old Frame (Laojia). In New Frame
(Xinjia), we will straightaway hit the palm.
The Old Frame, is like walking, you are
making sure the movement is clear before
going on. The New Frame is like running,
you are already clear. Either way you do
will not affect the level of your Taijiquan.
Yours sincerely,
Micheal Tse

Advice for Father
Dear Sifu,

I should be most grateful if you could advise me on how I can help my
father. He is 70 years old and has never been a particularly healthy man. He
spent two years in a sanitorium as a teenager because he had TB. He has
always had weak lungs and kidneys and has suffered from asthma and eczema.
He has persevered with conventional Western medicine and has a collection of
inhalers, cortisone creams and pills.

I have never tried to force my ideas on him as I believe that each
person must come to their own conclusion about their life. However, I have
recently hoped that he would see how my health has improved through diet,

TCM and martial arts training.
His breathing has become worse this year and he has to go to

hospital three times a year, where he needs oxygen and now uses a
nebuliser regularly. His pain has reached a level where he has finally
asked for my help and advice. He lives in Newcastle Upon Tyne and I
found a Chinese doctor through the acupuncture council, who prescribed

some herbal tea for him.
Whilst he is eager and willing to change, I wondered if I could

enrol him on some of your courses or bring him to Manchester to
see you for a one to one consulation. He is very weak and lacks
the energy and even though I advise him to walk around his
village twice a day, he gets tired doing this. I know certain
exercises but he is so frail I am afraid to suggest the wrong
things to do. If you can offer any advice or suggestions, then
all of my family will be extremely grateful.
Many thanks. Yours sincerely

G.S

Dear G,
I completely understand what you say as my own father is

not well. However, practising Qigong still will benefit any kind of
condition. If someone is stronger, they can do movement. Someone,
like your father who is easily tired and whose body is a bit weaker,
can do meditation instead. If he cannot manage a standing
meditation, then have him do sitting meditation. With sitting
meditation, it is important to keep the back straight and not drop
the head. He should sit forward, not leaning back, on the chair
and relax the whole body. His feet should be flat on the floor and
his palms on his thighs. He should just breathe naturally through

the nose. The more he can relax, then the easier his breathing will
become and the more energy he will gain. You can see this posture
in my book, Qigong for Health and Vitality. In the beginning, he
may find it a bit strange or uncomfortable, but if he can just relax
and take it easy and then slowly build up the time, then he will find
benefit.
Best wishes, Sifu.
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Everyday we receive many letters from people all over the world, sometimes asking for advice,
sometimes just sharing their experience. Unless specifically asked otherwise, we will consider
these letters for possible publication in Qi Magazine. In this way, we all come together like a
family and share and help each other. That is the reason I began Qi Magazine and particularly
the PO Box. - Michael Tse

If there is anything you wish to share with others, any news or any announcements you would
like to make, send them to us. We also welcome articles (800 - 1000 words in length) on topics
appropriate.

Please write to:

UK
Qi Magazine
PO Box 59,

Altrincham WA15 8FS. UK.
email tse@qimagazine.com

USA
Tse Qigong Centre

PO Box 15807,
Honolulu, HI 96830. USA.

email tse@wildgooseqigong.com

A new batch of “Hard” men & women

Hard Qigong I
October saw Hard Qigong back

by popular demand. The first level of the
Heavenly River Monastery Hard Qigong
was taught and set the students off onto
a path chasing the feats exhibited by the
Shaolin monks.

Excitement was high and there
was an expectant atmosphere at the start
waiting for the “special” techniques to
be revealed. The room was packed with
over 30 students, but no-one seemed to
mind the lack of space, as the course
had been eagerly awaited by all (some
had even travelled
from overseas to
take part).

During the
course lots of
questions were
asked about the
exercises and the
theory behind
them, such as; “If
the body is going
to be hit, how
does the qi know where to go?” and
“How much sleep is enough to recover?”

As some students had only ever
heard of Hard Qigong and never actually
seen it demonstrated, they were given
the opportunity to “test” the instructor
with punches and kicks.

So with the course coming to an
end there was only the test to discuss.
This will take place in March 2003.

by Mike Baker

Swimming Dragon
Gothenburg proved to be a bit of

a surprise in October as the snow fell
early this year.

There were many old friends who
came to learn and also new ones who
were coming for the first time. Not only
that, there were some people who had
studied the form already, but who
wanted to learn more of the fine details
and principles behind the movements.
Their attitude to their studies is an
example to all of us, as they were not
only keen to learn new things, but had a
desire to perfect what they already knew.
This is the only way to reach a good level
and for those who would also like to do
this there is a special session for the
Swimming Dragon scheduled for April this
year. Sometimes people are far too quick
to say “Oh I know that already.”

After two days of intense study,
hard work and lots of laughing they all

completed form and to show that it
agreed the sun came out greet us.

Damo Staff
For the past few years the Damo

Staff has been taught on a regular basis
as it has always been hugely popular.

It is a Northern Shaolin form that
comes from Grandmaster Wu Chun
Yuen. It is fantastic to watch being
performed. Standing and watching the
group go through the movements you
could see the concentration and
satisfaction on everyone’s face,

e s p e c i a l l y
when they
f i n a l l y
reached the
end of the
form.

Every-
one had their
favourite part
of the form
but all found
that their

fitness, posture and energy had improved
as well as their coordination and balance.
This is the special thing about all the
Chunyuen forms they let you develop in
many ways, not just physically but also
inside, they balance your mind and make
you feel light and healthy.

Xing Sau
Xing Sau is another Northern

Shaolin Chunyuen form. Unlike the
Damo Staff, this is an empty hand form,
but like staff it is no less dynamic or fun
to do. This was the second time this was
taught in Norwich and some people were
able to complete the movements.

This form teaches you to move
your body together in large sweeping
movements and also to make your

posture straight. Sometimes you have to
move quickly, changing directions and
then hold a posture. This trains your mind
to change very quickly and so your mind
as well as your body becomes supple and
strong.

There were some beginners who
thought they might not be able to keep
up, but they were assured that they
would be fine and sure enough there was
no stopping them.

Falling Leaf Gong
This was the first time this form

was taught in public. It was created by
Sifu Tse and takes elements of Qigong,
Taijiquan and Drunken fist. Its principle
is “letting go” and following the flow; as
such it is a very different exercise and
experience.

Those who attended this first
course had no idea what to expect as
none of them had ever seen the
movements before and at first they found
lett ing go more difficult than they
imagined, but once they managed to
make that mental adjustment they were
able to flow quite freely. Some of the
movements required picking up the
rhythm rather than following a set pattern
and this often caused them hoots of
laughter as they ended up in completely
the wrong place.

By the second day everyone had
been able to get into the swing of things
and found it much easier. Some
commented on how it made their
circulation stronger and their skin feel
very soft, one lady’s husband has even
commented on it when she got home
after the first day.

Though this was the first time this
was taught it will certainly not be the
last and a second session is planned later
in the year –don’t miss it.

by Darryl Moy

News::::: Demos & SeminarsNews::::: Demos & SeminarsNews::::: Demos & Seminars
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traditional Chinese clinic, you could see
the doctor seeing his patients and could
almost hear their conversation.
There were almost no secrets.

If there was something
unusual, then the doctor would
talk to the patient individually.
It was not private like now and
also, the doctor did not check the
patient as in the Western way,
where sometimes the patient
needs to disrobe. A high
level Chinese medicine
doctor did not even need
to touch the patient. He
could just look at them
and almost know their
problem by 80%. All he
then needed to do was
ask a few questions to
confirm his diagnosis.

This is l ike a
good cook who can know
the tastes and ingredients
by just smelling the dish. A
good mechanic can hear the
sound of the engine and know
what is wrong with the car.
Doctors today though, still
cannot tell the cause of an
illness even with all the tests
and checks that they do.
Sometimes even if they do
know, they do not have any
solution. In the end, a patient
becomes very hopeless and
does not know what to do.

Luckily for the farmer
lady, she had found a good
doctor. When she came to talk to the
doctor, she thanked him for helping her
and making her recover. The doctor
looked at her and she was better and so
he was happy for her. As the lady was
taking her leave, she asked the doctor, I
am sorry to trouble you, but after you
left, I kept wishing that I could somehow
repay you. However, I am very poor, but
then I remembered that I had a small
bit of money, five yuan, under my pallet.
I wanted to give this to you, but when I
went to look for it, I could not find it
anywhere. I was wondering, did you take
it?”

The doctor looked at her quietly
and then said to her, “Yes, I did take it.
Here is the five yuan back.” He took the
five yuan from a drawer in his table and
gave it to the woman. The woman took

the money and turned and left the clinic.
She was completely confused. There was
a question in her mind. She kept asking
herself why he had taken her five yuan.
She would have given it to him in the
end.

All the while she walked home,
the more confused she became and

even gave herself a headache.
When she got back, she decided to
lie down and rest. Maybe her mind
would settle. As she lay down, she
adjusted the pillow to a more
comfortable position. As she moved

it, she heard something drop onto
the floor from underneath the

pillow. She leaned over to
see what it was and was
so shocked. It was the five
yuan!

She immediately
felt a chill on the back of
her neck. “The five yuan
was there all the time. I
made a mistake. The
doctor did not take my
money. I just forgot

where I put it. It was in
my pillow, not hidden in
the bed.”

Then the woman
thought, “ Why would the doctor say he
took the money when he did not?” She
could not understand and for the whole
night she could not sleep. Early the next
morning, she went back to the clinic
again and waited until the doctor was
finished with his patients. He was
surprised to see her again.

She told the doctor. “Doctor, I was
here yesterday, and asked if you if you
took my money and you said you did.
However, I found the money when I went
back home. It was my mistake. However,
why did you say you took my money
when you really did not?”

The doctor said to the lady, “ I did
not want you to worry about the money.
It would not good be good for your
health. So I said I took it.”

She did not know what to say. She
made the mistake to think the doctor was
a thief. But actually, he was a great man.
He had only thought about her health.
She dropped down on her knees to
apologise to him, and she returned his
money back to him along with her own
money. The doctor lifted her up and told
her not to worry and that her health was
the most important thing.

This is a true story. A good person
does not think about their name and
money, but just thinks about how to help
others. Today we have lost these people
because we do not let them come to us.
We are like plants, and we can all
blossom and release a fragrant smell if
we have the right soil. A lot of times in
your life you can decide to help others
or destroy them. It is all based on your
heart and compassion. It is up to us to
give them the right soil.

Heaven gives us a choice to do
either good and bad. You totally make
your own decision. For example, when
you drive a car, you can give way to others
or you can push ahead. If you have

rubbish, you can put it into
the bin or you can drop it
onto the ground as litter.
Everyday you see your
office colleagues, but it is
up to you whether or not
you say good morning or
ignore them as you walk
past. These are all small
things, but doing good
deeds are not about fame
and money. Can you let
go, not fight for the
position? Can you use the

money you make for helping others who
really need it or just for making your own
position more comfortable?

Fame and money are what most
of us chase after, but in the end, can we
take them with us? When you die,
someone will replace you and spend the
money you made.

In Hawaii, there is a temple called
Yuk Fut. There is an elderly lady there
who is always helping out with things such
as cleaning and cooking and even
staying when needed. You will not even
notice her many times. She just helps
without even asking if you need it or
drawing attention to herself. For me, she
is a high level of human being.

“Heaven gives us a
choice to do either
good and bad. You

make the decision.”
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I have two anecdotes I would like to share regarding happy feelings
When I was angry at my sister I went to my friend and told her all about it. She smiled and said, “Lets
shoot her.” I was not sure if I had heard her correctly. “Lets shoot her!” she said again and made the
action of a gun with her fingers expressing the “pow, pow” bit.
“No! That’s terrible!” I cried, “You see,” she said, “you really love your sister.”
That’s true. The extremity of my friend’s advice made me laugh at the whole thing and forget about it.

I love kids, I always try to spend a bit of quality time with them when they hang around my
door step (I don’t have a garden). It does not matter whose children they are. I usually
relate to girls better probably as I’m female and there is still child in me. Anyway, it
always surprises me when I am walking down the street and one of the girls
shouts “Hi” or one of them runs up to me for a chat. It’s a great feeling.
Kids are the hub of our community and I think as adults we should
appreciate that.
Cassandra Vollmer

I am writing in response to
your request for amusing
stories. It took place in 1958 in

what was known as the Royal
Marine Amphibious School, near

Poole in Dorset.
As a serving marine, I had been

confined to barracks for a minor
misdemeanour, these were not

barracks in the conventional sense,
but vast open heath land covered

with fern and gorse, with the odd
wooden huts which we were billeted in.

Then there were no boundary fences.
It was Sunday afternoon and all the Marines

enjoyed some leave time and so the camp was totally deserted. Part of my punishment was to load two huge
wheel barrows, the wheels were at least three feet high, with clods of earth and transport them to the other end
of the camp all by myself. This was about 1 mile away.
As I struggled up a steep incline pulling this very large wheelbarrow, a civilian Stoker walked towards me, having
just finished his shift. As he approached, he smiled and said to me, “Jack (nick name), why don’t you take your
trousers off?” I was flabbergasted, completely fazed by his remark. He then said, “Since you are working like a
donkey, you may as well look like one.” I laughed so hard and my spirits soared!
43 years later this memory stays as fresh with me as if it were yesterday.
Brian Spratt

Have you ever been the recipient of a kind deed? Had someone help in times of trouble? Do you have an
inspiring thought that may brighten someone else's day? Please send either by post or email to the address in

the front of the magazine . Mark 'Attention-Good Things To Share".

Good Things to ShareGood Things to Share
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A blade has three basic elements:
the blade, the shoulder and the
tang (or tongue). A hilt is made

from a guard, handle, pommel and
usually some nuts, bolts or rivets.

The pommel is a metal shape at
the end of the hilt. It has several
functions. Firstly, it helps hold the handle
in place. Secondly, it is normally a little
wider than the handle and so helps
prevent the sword slipping out of the
hand. Thirdly and most importantly it acts
as a counterweight to the blade. Without
the pommel most swords would be very
unbalanced and difficult to wield.
The pommel is normally held
on by a nut that
s c r e w s

d i r e c t l y
onto the tang.

The handle is
the area that is held by

the hand. This is usually made
out of wood, which helps absorb the

shock of impact, but it can also be made
of bone or antler. Sometimes the handle
might be covered with leather or cord.
The important thing about the handle is
that it should be comfortable, easy to
hold and fix firmly to the rest of the
sword. If it is covered, the covering should
be firmly fitted so as not to come loose
during use. In Chinese swords you often
find a second nut and washer that fits
inside the pommel, which is used to
make sure that the handle is held firmly
in place. Handles come in a variety of
shapes. Lengthwise they can be convex,
concave, straight or tapered. It is mostly

a question of personal taste and comfort.
In cross section the handle of Chinese
swords tends to be elliptical. This is so
that the angle of the blade can be
controlled when cutting or parrying. By
comparison, Western fencing swords
have round handles because they have
no blade and are not used
for cutting. They are
purely a thrusting
weapon.

The guard fits between the handle
and the shoulder of the blade. It has two
basic functions: it stops the hand slipping
onto the blade and it protects the hand
from being cut. On Chinese straight
swords the guard is often quite
decorative, but functionally it is little more
than a small cross guard. The small size
of the guard tells us that a full range of
movement is essential in Chinese
swordsmanship. Larger and more
complex guards offer more protection
(and can be used to strike with) but

restrict movement. Other common
elements to the straight sword guard are
ecussons that help lock the blade into
the sheath and a chappe, which fits over
the top of the sheath and so helps to
prevent rain or moisture getting into the
scabard and damaging the blade. The
Chinese broadsword usually has an oval
disk as a guard. Sometimes this is slightly
cupped towards the blade which helps
keep the guard rigid as well as partly
acting as a chappe. The oval shape of
the guard gives protection to the knuckles
but prevents fingering.

Fingering is a technique that
involves either looping the forefinger over
the guard or pointing along the blade.
This technique can make thrusting and
stabbing more accurate but it has obvious
risks.

The tang is the unedged portion
of the blade that runs through the
handle. It is usually narrower than the
blade itself and the area that juts out
where it meets the blade is known as
the shoulder. The shoulder usually

supports the
guard. A
c o r r e c t l y
proportion-
ed tang is
e s s e n t i a l
because it
has to be
able to
withstand an
e n o r m o u s
amount of
torque and
stress when

the sword is just being swung. If it is not
strong enough the handle will simply
snap off when a sword hits something
hard. The tang will normally taper
towards the pommel and is normally
wrought from the same piece of metal
as the blade (though sometimes they are
welded on). The tang will also usually
have a softer temper than the rest of
the blade so that it can absorb shock and
vibration

to be continued... by Glenn Gossling.
gle nn@qimagaz ine . com

The more that you look at the detail of a sword’s construction the more
is revealed about its uses. Basically, a sword is made of two components, the
blade and the hilt, but these can be divided into a number of elements.
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Swords - Part 2Swords - Part 2

“Fencing swords
have no blade and
are not used for
cutting”
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In this article, I will discuss Mu Dan or
Tree Peony as it is known in English.
The flower of Mu Dan, known as Mu

Dan Hua (Hua meaning flower) is the
national flower of China. This flower is
found in some of the most famous
Chinese paintings, which are either
watercolours or hand embroidered silk
canvasses. The flower is usually pink in
colour and can be as big as a plate, with
green leaves. Often, Chinese calligraphy

will be found alongside the
flower painting, with words
such as ‘Hua Kai Fu Gui’ or
‘Fu Gui Chang Shou’, which
suggests that the flower is
associated with wealth,
elegance and long life.

The bark of the root
of Mu Dan is called Mu Dan
Pi (Pi meaning bark or skin)
and is one of the most useful
herbs in Chinese Herbal
medicine. Mu Dan Pi is bitter

Having covered many ailments over the years that can be treated by
Chinese medicine, I thought it would be a good idea to focus on individual
herbs that are commonly found in the English countryside and gardens. You
may be surprised by how useful they can be!

and pungent in flavour, and
cool in property, and has the
function of clearing toxic heat
and cooling the blood. It is
therefore very commonly used

in eczema, psoriasis and various
skin problems. In addition, it is

good for cystitis, blood in the urine
and nosebleeds, where it is used

together with Chi Shao Yao, Sheng
Di Huang and Xuan Shen.

Another function of Mu Dan Pi
lies in promoting blood circulation and

removing blood stasis. Thus, it plays an

important role in treating gynaecological
disorders, dysmenorrhoea, irregular
menstruation, as well as bruising. Here
it is combined with Dang Gui, Chi Shao,
Tao Ren and Hong Hua.

Lastly, Mu Dan Pi can calm Liver
Fire, resolve Liver Qi stagnation and
lower rising Liver Yang due to stress. It is
usually used with Zhi Zi and other herbs
to soothe the Liver Qi. One of the most
popular formulae for treating stress (Dan
Zhi Xiao Yao Wan) contains Mu Dan Pi.

Another Chinese herb, Shao Yao
(common Peony) comes from the same
plant family as Mu Dan, and is common
in English gardens. Its flowers usually
appear in Spring just after the daffodils
come out. The root of Shao Yao is also
used in Chinese herbal preparations.
There are two varieties of Shao Yao; with
red flowers (Chi Shao Yao) and white
flowers (Bai Shao Yao). Although Bai
Shao Yao and Chi Shao Yao are related,
only Chi Shao Yao, with its bitter, sour
flavour and cold property has similar
indications and functions to Mu Dan Pi.

by Dr. Shulan Tang
shulan@qimagaz ine .c om

Mu Dan Pi – Tree Peony
A Beginner’s Guide to Chinese Herbs

Mu Dan Pi – Tree Peony
A Beginner’s Guide to Chinese Herbs
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Mu Dan Pi is
bitter and
pungent in

flavour, and
cool in property
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Fig and
Sugar Cane
Drink 300g (10 oz) sugar cane

dried or fresh
6 cups water

Wash the figs and halve.
Peel the sugar cane and

then chop into 2 inch/2cm pieces
and then slice into thin slices. If
you are buying dried sugar cane,
then it probably already come in
pieces and you can use it as it.

Put water in large pan and
add all the ingredients and bring
to a boil over high heat. Reduce
to low and let simmer for 1 hour
or until liquid thickens slightly. You
can serve this soup either hot or
cold.

This sweet drink is cooling and will
help clear heat from the body. It
is good for easing mouth ulcers,
pimples and sore throat. It is also
good for nourishing the lungs and

so is a good drink for the autumn when
the body can become very dry.

90 g (3 oz) dried figs
30 g (1 oz) Radix Rhuemannia
(This is Chinese foxglove root. It
looks like a dried and flattened
black lacquered pancake. If you
cannot find, you can still make the
soup without it.)
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Acupoint
Massage for
Spine Pain
and Disease

Acupoint
Massage for
Spine Pain
and Disease

There are many things that can cause disease in the
spine. Chinese medicine considers both internal and
external causes of disease. Some external factors
causing spine diseases are attacks by wind, cold,
dampness or other outside forces (like pollution,

chemicals) that cause the Qi and the blood in the body to
become stagnant.

Internal factors are the gradual decline of the liver (which
relates to blood circulation) and kidneys (which relates to the
muscle, bones and marrow, including the brain).

In Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), treatment of
spine diseases will use not only herbal medicine for internal
and external (by way of a herbal plaster), but it will also use
acupoint therapy, self massage and exercise (Qigong). Qigong
will help to release the sick Qi in the body and to stimulate the
fresh Qi and blood to flow. Acupoint therapy is stimulation of
the pressure points which act like Qi doors to the body. They
help to open the channels so that Qi can flow and any sick Qi
can be eliminated from the body.

Qigong will help relieve muscle tension and spasms,
improve blood circulation and will restore the metabolism of
the bones and improve the resilience of the ligaments of the
muscles surrounding the vertebrae.

Self massage will help to support Qigong exercises and
will also stimulate the flow of Qi and blood. Self massage and

Qigong both help to widen the spaces between the vertebrae
of the spine, helping to alleviate pressure that has built up
there. The exercises shown here use various acupuncture points
which can help those suffering from problems and also can be
used as preventative for future diseases. The self massage
techniques are very simple and can be done at any time.

The older we get, the more common it is to have some
problems with spine. Many people suffer from pain and
numbness in the head, neck, shoulders, arms and even the
hands. In more serious cases, the muscles may atrophy from
lack of movement and may even have paralysis and be
unable to take care of themselves.
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For soreness, pain and numbness in the hands:
1. With the thumb, press the Hegu point on the aching side

for thirty seconds. Fig 1
2. With the thumb and middle finger, press the Yangchi point

on the aching side for thirty seconds. Fig 2
3. Tap and gently prod the Quchi point on the aching side

with the thumb for thirty seconds. Fig 3
4. With the index and middle fingers, tap and gently prod the

Shaohai point on the aching side for thirty seconds. Fig 4
5. Slowly press on the Quepeng point on the aching side with

the thumb and middle finger for one minute. Fig 5
6. Press the Jianjing acupoint on the aching side with the index,

middle and ring fingers for one minute. Fig 6
7. Tap and gently touch the Fengchi acupoint on the

aching side with the middle and index fingers for one
minute. Fig 7

8. Press on the Wangu point on the aching side with the middle
finger for one minute. Fig 8

Self Massage

Gently rub the neck with the palm of the hand on both
sides of the neck equally. Do this gently and this will help to
warm the muscles and stimulate Qi. Next rub from the top of
the head back to the nape of the neck in small circular motions.
Do this ten times. Rub the ears with the palms in small circular
motion, both backwards and forwards until they are warm and
tingling.

With the palm of the hand, grasp the opposite shoulder
gently and then release. Do this with the palm of the hand all
the way down from the shoulder on the outside of the arms all
the way down to the fingers. This will help to stimulate the Qi
flowing down the hand channels and improve mobility. Make
sure to rub downwards towards the fingers, not upwards.
Afterwards, take a few minutes to sit quietly and let the Qi
settle with the eyes and mouth closed and breathing natural

By Zeng Qingnan
& Liu Daoqing
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Chun Jie or Spring Festival will fall on the 1st of February this year.
Although officially it is only a three-day holiday in reality, the traditional
festivities last a fortnight.

This is a time when families reunite
and join in a multitude of activities
together. In western terms it is like

Thanksgiving, Christmas, & Hog Maney
all at once. The atmosphere in this city
of 17 million multiplies the excitement
that permeates this festival, in some
cases to the extreme.

In the days leading up to the
first moon of the lunar calendar there
is a palpable sense of urgency. Business
needs to be concluded and travel
arrangements finalized. If you venture
anywhere near the railway stations,
subways or airports you can see the
millions that are on the move. At times,
it seems as if the entire population of
Shanghai has changed. Recent
prosperity has also led to many families
choosing to spend their free time in
Shanghai and the city swells to its
seams.

New Years eve is the beginning
of the festivities. Families either gather
at home or go to one of the thousands
of local restaurants. Nianyefan or New
Year’s Eve dinner is a special meal to
every Chinese and depending on their
budget they can spend between 200
RMB up to 30,000 RMB. Every
conceivable dish is brought out and
shared with the family. Lao Tais
(Grannies) will still claim the Fish’s Head

and ensure the toddlers get the best
portions. I think it is very touching that
regardless of which level of restaurant,
you visit the culture and similitude of
the society remains the same.

A great deal of excitement builds
to midnight with fireworks punctuating
the conversations. In the old sections of
the inner city, fireworks are forbidden
because of the fire hazard. So, the
Shanghaiese stroll down to the Wai Tan
(The Bund) to watch the display over the
Huangpu River where they gather in their
millions. Across in Pudong, if you can get
into the Jin Mao Tower you can see miles
of Shanghai. That’s when it gets
extreme. Its not really possible to
describe, not just the display over the
river, but virtually every other family
outside the old city for miles upon
miles setting off fireworks and rockets
for at least an hour, climaxing at
midnight. The sight and sound is
eloquent, and the simple order of that
amazing chaos renders an awesome
sight one does not soon forget.

Long Hua and Jing An Temples
open the next day for prayers, as does
the City God Temple at Yu Yuan and
the Bai Yuan Guan Taoist Temples in
both Shanghai and Pudong. If you wait
in the queue at Long Hua you can
eat their special mushroom noodle
soup for 10 RMB. There are about five
different kinds of mushrooms, and the
noodles will bring you luck for the
following year. All the temples are very
busy this day leading up to the time

of the elders bestowing the Hongbao or
red envelopes.

On the 5th day of New Year, the
God of Wealth arrives and there is
another explosion of meals and

fireworks. In fact, the festival goes
through many traditional ritual days that
coincide with the gathering of the
families. Through this time the families
have an opportunity to wan, or play, and
the Chinese do it with classic enthusiasm.
Shopping streets are packed, restaurants
are full, and I dare you to ride the
subway. If you have not finished your
morning practice in the park by 7:30, you
will soon gather a crowd of observers,
commentators, people wanting to
practise their English, and even holiday
teachers.

It is quite a let down when
everyone finally goes home and
Shanghai goes back to work. Last year
one of my teaching colleagues seemed
almost elated. He said if he had to eat
another meal he would die. It took him
7 months to lose the 20 kilos he gained
over Spring Festival. He wouldn’t have
missed it for the world

By J. Reynolds Nelson.
JRN@qimagaz ine . c om

Chinese New Year
Shanghai style!
Chinese New Year
Shanghai style!

“Miles upon miles setting off
fireworks and rockets for at
least an hour, climaxing at
midnight.”
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5 Elements of

The five elements help us to understand the principles of nature. They
can be applied to everything and anything. As such they can be used to help
understand Taijiquan forms and Pushing Hands.

TaijiquanTaijiquan
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Centre
Earth

South
Fire

North
Water

East
Wood

West
Metal

W hen we study Taijiquan, first we need to
understand the principle of Yin and Yang, such
as soft and hard, solid and light, left and right.
The next step we need to know is about the
Five Elements and how they relate to Taijiquan.

Five Elements relate to the footwork, which includes forward,
backward, left, right and centre. These directions connect to
the Five Elements. Front is south and is fire element. Back is
north and is water. Left is east and is wood. Right is west and
is metal. Centre is earth and is your centre of gravity.

Five Element theory is one of the high level
understandings of Taijiquan, particularly, when we apply it to
Tui Shou (Pushing Hands). For example, when you are doing
Tui Shou with your opponent and his energy is stronger than
you, stepping back is the best solution. We cannot hold or go
against an opponent’s energy. Otherwise you may be pushed
away or hurt. Stepping back can help us avoid their energy
but also allow us to use their energy. On the other hand, if
your opponent is weaker, then you can step forward to push
them away or control them.

Sometimes it will come to the situation when your
opponent is strong but only on one side. For example, if he
pushes you on your left side, then you can use your right side
to push him back. The more you practise, the more you will
find that Tui Shou is based on a lot of changing and being able
to feel where the energy is coming from.

Sometimes you may come across a situation where the
energy is fifty-fifty on both sides and you will stand still, until
your opponent changes his energy. If he does not move, you

should not move. If he does move, you move even faster in
the right direction. It is all based on listening to the energy.

During Tui Shou, once you have touched hands with
your opponent, you should straightaway read his energy and
respond to that. If he is too strong, you should let go. If he is
weak, go forward. If his left side is strong, go to his right side.
If his right side is strong, go to his left side. If you don’t know,
stay still. Practising Taijiquan is moving yourself like a ball. The
ball can roll in any direction. It can turn clockwise or counter-
clockwise. Sometimes the ball will be very soft, like cotton.
Sometimes it will be hard, like iron. Also, sometimes the ball
will change shape. It may be long, or it may be short. The ball
is very flexible and changeable. It is all based on the
circumstance.

No matter how the ball moves, the centre of gravity
should always remain at the centre. This means no matter
what movement we do, our Dantian will maintain the centre
to keep us balanced. Once our centre loses balance, then it is
over. When you do Tui Shou with your opponent, you are trying
to find and dislodge their centre of gravity in order to make
them lose balance. A higher level Taiji master will be very
quick to find out his opponent’s centre of gravity with less
effort. A low level Taiji master will use a lot of effort, but still
will not be able to find their opponent’s centre of gravity.
Therefore, sometimes you ask yourself how much effort you
have to use to find your opponent’s centre of gravity. To
understand the principle of Taijiquan, it will also help you to
understand the problems of your life

By Michael Tse
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This year is the year of the water goat. Some people also
refer to this year as the year of the sheep as well. People
always like to know what will happen in the new year.

Below I have tried to work out some general predictions for
each animal sign for the year. Maybe it will help you.

Rat
Someone will take your advantage. Be careful
driving. You will also meet new friends.

Ox
This year will bring kind of a hard time. Your friend
may harm you. Take it easy. You may also have a
good relationship develop.

Tiger
Things will be easier in the beginning of the year
but hard work at the end. Friends will give you a
present.

Rabbit
The year will be full of energy and full of surprises.
Someone will leave you.

Dragon
You will lose some money and make some new
friends.

Snake
Be careful of your health this year. Business will
develop and should make good money.

Horse
You will learn some new things. Things will be
good in the beginning but up and down in the
end.

Goat/Sheep
A lot of happiness and enjoyment this year, but
will be ill.

Monkey
A senior person will help you. Somebody will give
you surprise money.

Rooster
You will have lots of travelling this year. Your mind
will be more open for new things.

Dog
Be careful of someone talking bad of you. Do not
try to become too involved in too many other
things. Spiritually, you will develop well this year.

Pig
This year you will be strong and busy, but you
must be patient. Someone will help you.

Conclusion
All these predictions are not one hundred percent correct.

There is a certain kind of energy that will happen generally for
these animals. We are all in a cycle. The twelve animals form
a big circle. The year of the Goat/Sheep is the year and so will
attract the most light from outside, but other animals which
are nearby will benefit, such as Snake, Horse, Monkey and
Rooster.

However, all these animals form a certain bond to
help out each other, like a family. For instance, Pig, Rabbit
and Goat/Sheep all form a special triangle and so all will be
strong. The opposite animal to Goat is the Ox. This relationship
is like in the evening where there is less light. Therefore, this
is the weaker animal in the year 2003.

It is the same as our life. We are in a circle:- sometimes
good, sometimes bad. Everytime we are in the bad situation,
we should learn how to prepare ourselves in the future to be
good, care more and help other people. Everytime you help
others, they owe you and so eventually they will also help you
in return.

It is the same when you are in a good position, it is
easy to put down others and not be so considerate, and maybe
think you deserve that good luck. This is a bad situation,
because when your luck runs out, all your enemies will come
forward to attack you. Because we are always in a circle,
sometimes we are in luck, sometimes we are in bad luck.
Keeping good friends with people, helping out others, then it
does not matter what circumstances you are in, either good or
bad luck. In this way of thinking and acting, then every year
will a good year for you

By Michael Tse

Chinese Horoscopes for 2003
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Poems for
Healthy Living

Gong Part I

Poems for
Healthy Living

Gong Part I
The Silent Champion

Standing in stillness like a silent champion,
He stands there and collects his Qi to the dantian,

And stops for a moment in a silent shroud,
While he’s separating fog to look for the clouds,

Energies bending he now becomes fond
Of catching the fish by the side of the pond.
Thinking quite slowly he seems in a pause,
As the golden dragon stretches its claws,

From the depths of his stomach – his energy shoots,
While he stands like an old tree with winding roots,

As though on a mountain a thousand feet high,
He’s on the jade ladder climbing up to the sky,

Who is the one holding the beautiful ball,
The spirit is ourselves and the champion is all,
Forget all our egos, leave them for the rest,

It’s like looking for treasure at the bottom of a chest,
Happiness smiles just like a child swinging,

As I realize the message the old masters are bringing.
For Sifu and the Tse Qigong Centre, thanks.

by George Eastham

Longevity
Gathering berries left to the right

The fog parts
Revealing a fishing lake.
Reflecting on the water

A sleeping dragon wakes.
Remaining grounded

You notice an old tree and
Begin to climb.

Between the leaves
As the moon rises

Light falls
Revealing a treasure chest

Under the water.
Look deep
Then let go

Like a child swinging
Remembering to gather again

Before returning home.
by Carly Collingwood

Fulfilling Life
Once upon a time, thousands of years ago,

Came a great skill, it is our time to know
How to grow good hearts, be healthy, live long

We begin, collecting Qi to the Dantian
In world that is often too bright, too loud
Separating the Fog to look for the Clouds

Imitate nature, from her the Qi pours
Become a Golden Dragon Stretching Its Claws,

Breathe peacefully, be patient, Qigong will bring fruits
Be an Old Tree with Winding Roots

Stay humble, yet stand tall, be balanced, reaching
For the Jade Ladder Climbing to the Sky.

From eight years to eighty, self healing for all
As simple as Holding the Beautiful Ball.

Looking for Treasure at the Bottom of the Chest
We thank Grandmaster Yang Meijun with one heart from the West.

Help your energy move freely, just like a Child Swinging
Practise Healthy Living Gong for a life more fulfilling.

by Emma Clayton

Finding Joy
A boy emerges from sleep, stretches

Celebrates his awakening
Gathers the gift of life to his centre.

It is foggy, he pushes the fog away.
He is hungry. Catches fish in the pond.

But somebody else wants breakfast.
Golden Dragon appears

Sharpens his claws on the old tree.

Boy wants to climb the tree – too high
Summons the magic ladder.

Jade rungs carry him up
Up to the Beautiful Ball.

He looks for Treasure in the Chest
And swings for Joy when he finds it.

by Marie Ball

Qigong Journey
Breathing deeply, I restore my Qi

At last, I’m quite ready to go
Pushing aside the chill, dense fog

To reveal the silver clouds
Whose reflections float on the lily pond

Where sleek herons dive for Koi

Too soon, the golden dragon awakes
Its great claws stretching for prey

In terror, I grasp an old twisted tree
And hide in its winding roots

Then, magically, a jade ladder appears
Which I climb with amazing ease

In the crook of my arm is a beautiful ball
Showing the treasure I seek

There in the bottom of an ancient chest
I see a child on a swing

I cry with joy at this moving scene
Of a soul awaiting rebirth

by Elsie Mae Griffiths
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Ip Man TongIp Man Tong
Opening of

Opening of

For those who may not be aware a few words about the subject of this
unique event. Grandmaster Ip Man passed away on the 1st December
1972 and his death came at a time when the world outside China was
beginning to hear about him as the man who had taught Bruce Lee his
Kung Fu. Because of the timing of his death and having had their interest

awakened many felt disappointed and cheated that they could not discover more
about the art of Wing Chun from the source. The burden of expectation and
responsibility fell to his sons and senior students who over the ensuing years
dispersed throughout the world to make their way in life and to continue the
perpetuation of the art of Wing Chun. In the early seventies I was involved in the
martial arts and remember well the magazines and some of the newspapers of
the time talking about the boom and the growing interest in the Martial Arts.

The 9th and 10th of November 2002 will be etched in the
memory of all the Wing Chun practitioners who were fortunate
enough to be able to make the trip to Foshan in the province of
Canton, South China. The two days were a celebration of the
martial art of Wing Chun with the express purpose of opening
a memorial exhibition to one of its most famous ex-residents,
the legendary Ip Man.

I had started training a year or two before the film, Enter the Dragon, hit the
cinemas in the UK. The class I was attending went from ten to a class of seventy
almost overnight, such was the heat created by the Bruce Lee effect and I wasn’t
even studying Kung Fu! Although Bruce Lee was an obvious factor in the spread of
his fame there was much to the character of Ip Man and his approach to Kung Fu
which indicated a man who took the responsibility that went with his ability very
seriously. His skill was obviously considerable but he was also an intelligent man
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whose desire
to pass on the skill of

Wing Chun was as much a credit
to him as his own ability.

Twenty members of the Tse
Qigong Centre travelled from Hong Kong

for the occasion to spend three days in Foshan.
Although the trip was mainly for the celebrations we

were also looking forward to taking in the sights and
visiting some of the temples and the Chinese National TV
film studio which was organised as part of the trip for our
benefit by Grandmaster Ip Chun, our Sigong. A visit to China
is an assault on the senses and although you see many things
that are obviously different much of what you see registers in
the subconscious and drip feeds back up to the conscious long
after you have had the physical experience. Most of the feelings
and thoughts that return via this route are positive and this, I
believe, is what makes the memory so special. Most of us
originally from the West are drawn to China through our studies
of their martial and healing arts and trips like this reinforce
much of what we see,
hear and learn from
our studies.

We were
based in Hong
Kong to visit the
Wing Chun ac-
ademy and pay
our respects to
Ip Sigong. Si-
gong retired
from travelling
the world last
year so it was
good to visit him
in his home-
town. Much of
the credit for our
ability to relax so
quickly on arrival
must go to the team
from the Ip Chun Academy
who helped us negotiate the journey from Hong Kong across
the Chinese border and to arrive safely and on time at the
Palace Hotel in Foshan. Particular thanks go to Leon Wong,
Raymond Ho Patrick Leung and Eric who were very efficient
and attentive ensuring that we were at the right place at the
right time. This was achieved despite our coach driver’s
protracted two-hour game of chicken with other buses, coaches,
trucks, motor bikes and cyclists. One particular incident saw a

one handed swerve from outside across
middle to inside lane between two trucks

(just!) causing Jessica to bury her head in her
hands preparing to depart this earth. The

driver’s other hand by the way was being used
to conduct a conversation on his mobile phone. It

has to be said that he delivered us to the
destination on time to the minute having given us

one or two timely reminders of our mortality.
Events of this size take some organisation and it was

obvious that much thought and consideration was given to the
guests from afar who were treated royally both in terms of
accommodation and catering. The only drawback was that one
of the hotel lifts wasn’t working and we were placed on the

eleventh floor. So over the next few days we had plenty of
leg strengthening walks up and down pausing occasionally
to take in the view which on some floors was quite interesting.

The sense of expectation was acute as we collected
and changed into tracksuits and commemorative T-Shirts issued
for the event. Prepared for the next challenge of the day we
gathered downstairs…this turned out to be lunch! Over the
years on his visits to the UK, Ip Sigong must have observed
how much we enjoyed eating Chinese food after his seminars,
as the way I recall it we were always eating long after he had
finished. He must have allowed for this in the planning as the
quality of the food was superb and quantity had us all beaten
at every meal and believe me we had some big eaters with
us.

The Ip Man Tong celebrations took place in the grounds
of the Foshan Ancestral Temple, a site of local historical interest.
It provided a very special setting, striking a perfect balance
between the old buildings, steeped in history and the space
and facilities required for such a large gathering of people. In
addition to the Wing Chun activities and the main exhibition
there were opportunities throughout the two days to view

“The Ip Man Tong
celebrations took
place in the
grounds of
the Foshan
Ancestral
Temple.”

Grandmaster Ip Chun is
presented with a gift
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traditional Chinese opera, lion dancing, an exhibition dedicated
to Wong Fei Hung and a chance to purchase souvenirs.

Following the short opening ceremony, the first
afternoon was to belong mainly to the first generation students
of Ip Man who comprised Masters, Grandmasters and senior
Sifus who performed demonstrations on all aspects of Wing
Chun Kung Fu including the three forms, self defence, pole
and butterfly knives. A roll on the drums and clash of symbols
punctuated each performance and was a continuous feature
throughout the demonstrations on both days. This musical
support came from a young troop of lion dancers who had
been involved in the opening ceremony and
were in attendance on the side of the stage.
I was told that people from over 27 countries
were present and whilst my tally did not reach
that figure it was obvious that all four corners of the
globe were represented on stage including USA,
Australia, Germany, Hawaii, China and South Africa and
several groups from the UK. It was interesting to observe how
each different Sifu laid different emphasis on aspects of the

Chi Man Tang and Mike Baker
giving a dynamic demonstration of
the Wing Chun knives against a
staff

Grandmaster Ip
Chunperforms
Gann Sau for
Chinese TV
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Early morning departure to Foshan The packed hotel lobby

Taiji Fan demonstration to welcome the celebrations The traditional Lion Dance inside the Ancestral Temple The IpManTong building

Grandmaster Ip Ching receives a gift on stage Group photos the entrance of Ip Man Tong

The statue of Grandmaster Ip
Man greets the visitors

The wooden dummy hall where visitors can
try and emulate Grandmaster Ip Man, whose
photos line the walls

The wooden dummy hall where visitors can
try and emulate Grandmaster Ip Man, whose
photos line the walls

The exhibits highlighting the life of Grandmaster Ip Man

Chi Man Tang tries his hand

The signature wall, where visitors can leave their
mark

The exhibit of Bruce LeeThe exhibit of Bruce Lee

Enjoying the exhibits in Ip Man Tong

Foshan sky-line

The Ancestral Temple in Foshan
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forms and how the technique varied from school to school
around the world.

In what seemed a very brief time the evening was upon
us and time for a meal, which was taken buffet style within
the grounds under the trees. It was dark by then and the day
had been very warm and the cooling effect brought on by the
disappearance of the sun was welcomed. The lanterns and
lights in the grounds of the temple gave the whole area a
different perspective and everybody had peeled away into small
groups to take a chance to sit and reflect on the day’s events.
Our group had been up since 4.00 a.m. but were still full of
enthusiasm and energy and were checking and cross-checking
to ensure that they were not missing out on anything.

The evening was a more sedate affair with many of the
Sifus giving short speeches on Wing Chun with some saying
what it had meant to them whilst others described their
involvement over the years. I think some of the translations
were dealt with economy as a five-minute speech for some
ended up to be a two-line translation but the message was
always a positive one. Given the number of speeches, I feel
this was being done out of expediency rather than rudeness,
otherwise I feel we may have been there until the early hours.
With the speeches finished we all strolled back to the hotel to

conclude the first day’s activities. Most of us were ready to
crash into bed after a nineteen-hour day to replenish our energy
for the next day’s activities.

The next morning was given over to more demonstrations
from the students, grand students and great-grand students
of Ip Man who all demonstrated the forms and applications of
Wing Chun in as many permutations and formats as there
were countries represented. The Tse Qigong Centre was
represented by Darryl Moy, Chi Man Tang, Mike Baker and
Simon Bedford. Darryl Moy and Simon Bedford demonstrated
Chi Sau (sticking hands) in a sequence of double hands, single
hand and blindfold training both on and off of a table. Chi
Sau is the cornerstone of Wing Chun and the primary way to
develop an appreciation of how to deal with an opponent. For
beginners and experienced practitioners it offers a bridge to
developing fighting skill without losing your teeth! Next up
was Chi Man Tang and Mike Baker who gave a polished
demonstration of the weapons Baat Jam Dao against the Staff.
Chi man wielded the knives to good effect demonstrating very
effective cutting and blocking applications against Mike Baker’s
attempts to break through with the staff.

The demonstrations concluded and a major lunch
ensued…beaten again! The afternoon was given over to what
was described in the programme as ‘sharing time’. People
took the opportunity to Chi Sau and impromptu sessions took
place in various shaded corners all over the grounds. People

John Hayes (the author) and Martin Gale buying souvenirs

Darryl Moy & Simon Bedford gave a demonstration of Chi Sau

“Students, grand
students and great-
grand students of Ip
Man demonstrated
forms & applications”
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A group of ladies demonstrating Tsum KiuA group of ladies demonstrating Tsum Kiu

SimonBedford& Darryl
Moy demonstrate Chi Sau Blind folded ChiSau

Chi Sau on
the table

Grandmaster Ip Chun gives an
impromptu demo of Chi Sau
to a fascinated audience

The main stage of the Opening Ceremony

It’s a hard battle... .... but Chi Man wins!

Touching hands from around the world

A family photo

Grandmaster Ip Chun with
Chi Man and baby Stephen

Enjoying a big meal

The lucky members of the Tse Qigong Centre who
were able to see it all

A small section of the audienceA small section of the audience

Chi Man Tang and Mike Baker demonstrate
Baat Jam Dao against the staff
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participated in testing their skill against strangers from around
the world and then went on to have their photograph taken
with them! Ip Sigong was interviewed by a Chinese TV crew
and as part of their filming he demonstrated Biu Tze in front of
the temple where everybody assembled to watch. This was to
be the concluding part of the day with everybody coming
together for group Chi Sau as the sun was sinking drawing a
natural close to the proceedings. It was interesting and
enlightening to observe everybody rolling with each other and
testing their skill against different hands and learning how to
adapt to survive against and occasionally overcoming their
training opponent.

The whole event and the subsequent memorial exhibition
are a testament to the respect, honour and pride that
Grandmaster Ip Man’s sons Ip Chun and Ip Ching have for
their father and an expression of how important it is that his
life and work are documented and commemorated for future
generations. The occasion saw the coming together of many
branches of the Wing Chun family tree to celebrate and
commemorate a man who had a significant influence on the
spread of traditional Chinese martial arts throughout the world.
The event had the blessing and support of the Chinese
Government and attracted nation-wide interest through the
presence of national TV.

As a statement for posterity the Ip Man Tong was a
positive affirmation of the health of Wing Chun around the
world and reflected a desire on the part of all involved to
ensure continued communication and development of the art
going into the 21st century. The story behind the organisation
of the event and some of the views of Ip Sigong will be told in
part two which will include an account of the training experience
in Hong Kong. In conclusion I will leave you with some ancient
words of wisdom which cross generations, borders and religious
divides.

The Wise are Considerate
‘By performing the seasonal ceremonies we pay our

appropriate respects to the cosmic forces and by performing
memorial services we pay our appropriate respects to our
ancestral progenitors. He who comprehends the significance
of the seasonal ceremonies and of the memorial ceremonies
is as fit to govern a kingdom as to care for his own hand’.
Words taken from the analects of Li Err ( Confucius) The Doctrine
of the Mean

By John Hayes

Grandmaster Ip Chun
demonstrated Biu Tze
at the Ancestral Temple

“The whole event
and memorial
exhibition are a
testament to the
respect, honour and
pride that
Grandmaster Ip
Man’s sons Ip Chun
and Ip Ching have
for their father.”
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Eating the Chinese WayEating the Chinese Way
Some are no more than small ‘holes

in the wall’ where you can get take
away chop suey and sweet and sour

pork, a sticky sweet-savoury confection
rarely ever found in the Chinese family
home, while others are high class works
of art, with sparking fountains and subtle
lighting with still not very authentic food
at a juicer price tag. Then there are the
hidden gems found by word of mouth or
blind luck where you can sink your teeth
into mouth-watering morsels if you know
what to order. For Chinese speakers, this
is much easier to do, as often there is a
special menu only in Chinese with
delicacies thought only to be
enjoyed by the more
experienced and
hardier Chinese
tastebuds. But if
you are lucky
enough to have
a Chinese
friend, teacher
or associate,
then be ad-
venturous and
put yourself in
their hands and
let them order.
The best is not to
ask what the food
is when it arrives,
but just try it and
enjoy. Most of the
time, if you app-
roach it with an open
mind, you will find it different but often
very good. There are some things that
are acquired tastes and textures. I would
say that some things, like cold jelly fish,
sea cucumber, take a little more time
and practice to enjoy but are still very
nice for the carnivore crowd. And for
vegetarians, there are new kinds of
vegetables to enjoy.

In the West, it is normal and
expected that the entrées be lifted off
the table and passed around to all the
guests, with each person placing a
portion onto their plate. However,
Chinese style, dishes are placed in the
centre of the table where everyone has

a fair chance, improved by good chopstick
skills. If you place the food on your plate,
sometimes you will take too much and
this deprives someone on the other side
of the table of their portion.

Another reason for taking only
one thing at a time is that each dish
should have its own individual taste.
When going out to eat to a Chinese
restaurant, the more people the merrier.
Going with a group of people lets you
order several dishes and then share
family style. In this way, you can
experience the five different tastes of
s a l t y ,

bitter, sweet, spicy and neutral, washing
it all down with hot Chinese tea. A good
orderer will try to balance the dishes, not
going for all deep fried or heavily spicy
dishes. This is why in traditional Chinese
style eating, guests will only take a small
portion or bite of one dish at a time.
This allows you to experience and savour
the flavours of that dish without mixing
it up with the tastes of the other dishes

If your host is being kind enough
to introduce you to the real Chinese
cuisine, you can show your thanks by
knowing more about how to eat properly.
To be able to use chopsticks well, will
draw admiring glances and comments as

it is truly a skill and shows you have put
some effort into appreciating the Chinese
culture. The next step, once you have
mastered the chopsticks is how to savour
the dishes themselves, rather than just
knowing how to transport them to your
mouth.

In China, it is traditional for rice
to be eaten out of a bowl and a bite of
food taken from one entree and then
brought to the mouth with a bite of rice.
This is why you see people holding the
rice bowl up to the mouth. Bowls are
made with a rim on the bottom so that

when held properly, even hot
soup or rice will not burn

your fingers while holding
it. In the West, it is more
usual to have a plate
than a bowl, but you
can still use the plate
to follow the same
principle of taking
just one thing at a
time.

If you are in
a restaurant, you
may have one of
the swish, twirling
centre pieces that
allows you to spin
dishes around to
you, then normally
there will be spoons
with which you can
then place a small
bit of the food into

your bowl. You should be mindful of the
other guests when you size your portion.
Smaller is more polite, even if it means
no second portion. Better this than being
seen as the hollow-legged Gwai Lo.

If in doubt about rules of
etiquette, look at what your seniors or
host is doing. There have been many
circumstances in which I have been
unsure of the protocol, particularly when
visiting new places. So I just wait and
follow one step behind the others and
that way I hope not to embarrass myself
too much

By Sihnkei.
s ihnke i@qimagaz ine .c om

I suppose, like myself, you have visited some sort of Chinese restaurant no
matter what part of the world you hail from. There are a bewildering array of
them, that sell a variety of dishes of varying quality.
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5 1 3

4 6 8

9 2 7

South
Fire

North
Water

East
Wood

West
Metal

As the New Year is starting many of you wonder what effect
this will have on your Feng Shui and what you should do to try
and make life smoother for the year ahead. Here we look at the
how the energy is governed by the Nine Flying Stars of Feng
Shui and how they relate to you.

Earth

If you want to understand Feng Shui, you also need to
check the energy of the year. This is a chart for the new
Chinese year according to the Chinese solar calendar,
which begins 4 February. This is the beginning of spring
and what farmers will follow. But the new year that

everyone celebrates in China, belongs to the lunar calendar
which is a different date.

You can place this chart over a floorplan of your home
and office and find out which direction the energy comes from
for money, relationship and even sickness and others. Using

the five element theory, you can use the appropriate element
colour or representation to bring up the energy in that area.

For instance, if you want to bring up the energy for
money, you look and see that this is the number eight. The
direction this energy will come from is the West and is the
element metal. We know that earth supports metal, so you
can you use yellow colours in this area to bring up the energy
for money in that area. For energy that is not good, you can
use two ways, either try to control that energy or exhaust it.

Feng Shui -
Flying Stars for 2003

EarthMetal

Water

Wood

Fire

The Five Elements
Creation Cycle

Metal

EarthWater

Fire Wood

The Five Elements
Controlling Cycle

“If you use energy to
exhaust it, then this is
easier.”
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Controlling the energy is more difficult and is like the boy
putting his finger in the dam. It depends on how well you can
defend. But if you use energy to exhaust it, then this is easier.

The number three relates to arguments and is the
element earth. So the best is to exhaust the earth energy.
Earth creates metal and like a mother nourishing her child
during pregnancy, she will use her own vital energy and essence
and so make herself weaker. If we use metal things, like white
colours (representing metal) in this area, then it will help to
exhaust the earth energy.

For the number five, do not move furniture in this area
or have anything blocking this area. Particularly, do not do any
renovations or construction in this area as it should be kept still
and open as it is like a Dantian.

Conclusion
Having good Feng Shui is important, but somehow, I

always find if your house has enough light, fresh air, space,
and is clean and uncluttered, then your Feng Shui will not be
too bad. But if you have a bad temper, bad attitude, and are
always not happy, and are always moaning and complaining
about others and things and having argument with other family
members, then even if you have the best Feng Shui house, it
will be damaged by your attitude.

By contrast, if you have a good attitude, a nice nature,
take it easy for things, and be patient, then even if you have
an ordinary house, it will bring you good luck. This is the high
level of Feng Shui. Yun Git Dei Ling, which means a good
person will bring the good energy in a place

By Michael Tse

Each number has its own special
energy as below:-

1. Travelling, relationship

2. Sickness

3. Argument

4. Study, fame

5. Power

6. Money you work for

7. Burglary

8. Unexpected money

9. Party
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Healthy Living Gong Part IIHealthy Living Gong Part II
Butterfly Playing

i Stand with feet slightly wider than shoulder width.
Shift the weight to the left side so that the left knee is
bent and most of the weight of the body on this side.
The right leg should be straight. Lift up the arms to
the left side of the body. The left arm should be
fully extended above shoulder height, with palm
facing forward. The right arm is bent with palm
facing backwards. Fig 1

ii Turn the palms so left palm now facing
backwards and right palm facing upwards. Fig 2

iii While looking at the hands, shift the weight to
the right leg, letting the body follow. When
leaning, your body should form a straight line,
with the head in line with the right heel. At the
same time let the arms swing downwards in an arc also
towards the right. The eyes should follow the hands.
Fig 3-5

iv Keep swinging the arms until they reach above the right
shoulder, the left palm facing forward and the right palm
facing backward. Fig 6.

v When hands reach above the left shoulder, turn the palms
and repeat movement on the opposite side. Continue to
shift the body from side to side with arms following in a
smooth arc. Posture should be leaning from side to side
but not forward or backward at the waist. Fig 5-6

iv. Repeat again on the right side.
v. Repeat again i-iii, again and again.
vi. When ready to finish, the movement, swing the arms up

to the right side and bring the right arm down to the waist
at the Dai Mai level and let fingers of right hand touch the
left Dai Mai point. As the right hand swings down, let the
left hand naturally open to the left. Fig 8-10

vii. Now close the left arm at the waist over the right arm, also
at the Dai Mai level. Fig 11

Breathing
Because the movement demands quite a bit of strength,

you can use two ways to breathe. You can either breathe in
on one side of the movement and breathe out on the other
side, or you can just breathe naturally as you lean side to
side.

Concentration
This is like all the other movements in Healthy Living

Gong which come from the waist. Always shift the weight first
before you move your hands. As you shift the weight, make
sure the body and back leg are in a straight line. When you
perform the hand movements on both sides of the body, it is
like doing a figure eight. The most important thing in this
movement is to shift the weight before you move the hands.

Fig 1 Fig 2 Fig 3

Fig 4

Fig 5

Continuation of Part II
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Benefits
This movement is for balancing the last movement,

Foolish Old Man Moves the Mountain. Foolish Old Man Moves
the Mountain is for moving forward and backwards, but Butterfly
Playing is for moving left and right. Both together form a cross,
which covers the four directions of north, south, east and west.
If you just want to practise one of these, it would actually be
better if you do both together. You might do Butterfly first and
then Old Man second and that is all right.

It is not necessary do them in order. In Daoist theory,
numbers are an important subject, and each number has its
own different meaning. Number four means four directions.
Every direction has a different energy. East relates with liver,
south relates with heart, west relates with lungs and north
relates with kidneys. The benefit of this movement is good for
the lungs and liver because left and right is related with liver
and lungs. It is also good for strengthening the legs and waist,
but the coordination is one of the hardest parts of this
movement.

Butterfly Playing

Fig 6 Fig 7 Fig 8

Fig 9

Fig 10 Fig 11

History and background
This movement comes from the Chen Style Taijiquan

movement called Seven Inches Shoulder. When you do this in
Taijiquan, it is a very difficult movement which needs you to go
down very far. This movement actually refers to a Chinese inch,
so it is a little higher than the Western inch, but still it is quite
difficult to go have the shoulder go that low. For this movement,
we should first just concentrate on leaning the body in the proper
way before we consider moving the hands. For Qigong, we
should think more about relaxation than hard work. The hand
movements come from the flying of the butterfly in a figure
eight. Because a butterfly is so light and relaxed, we should
copy this and do the movement in a happy way.
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7. Pulling Sprouts from the Field

7. Pulling Sprouts from the Field
i. Stand with the feet shoulder width apart. Take a natural sized step

forward with the left foot. At the same time swing the right arm forward
about one foot away from the body, Houxi point facing the Lower
Dantian, fingers pointing down. The left hand should swing behind the
body so that Hegu point faces the Mingmen point.
Fig 1-2

ii. Take a natural sized step forward with the right foot. At the same time
swing the left arm forward so the Houxi point faces the Lower Dantian
and the right arm behind the body so that Hegu point faces the Mingmen
point. Fig 3

iii. On the third step, step diagonally to the left in a large step and shift
the weight forward on the left leg. After completing the step, bend
forward from the waist and point the fingers down toward the Yongquan
point. Fig 4 -6

iv. Stand upright and step backwards with the left foot, swinging the left
arm forward in front of the Lower Dantian and the right hand back in
front of the Mingmen point. Fig 7

v. Step back with the right foot and swing the right arm forward in front
of the Lower Dantian and the left hand back in front of the Mingmen
point. Fig 8

vi. Step with the left leg again, but this time, step diagonally in a large
step to the left and behind the body. Shift the weight forward to the
right leg and bend forward from the waist and point the fingers to the
right Yongquan point. Fig 9

vii. After repeating several times, you can then change and repeat on the
other side, this time starting with the right foot.

Breathing
Breathe naturally, because the movement is fairly fast

and is a long sequence, so it is best to breathe naturally as
otherwise you will be confused and cannot concentrate on
the movement.

Concentration
During practice of Pulling Sprouts from the Field, our

mind should have a relaxed and happy attitude because this
movement helps us to reduce stress. When we step faster, it
is bit like dancing and this will make you feel lighter and
happy. Make sure that the hands connect with the Dantian
and Mingmen points and that when you make the big step,
the fingers face the Yongquan point. The last step should be
bigger and a little bit to the side, not just straight in front of
you, otherwise we will lose balance.

Fig 1 Fig 2

Fig 3
Fig 4

Fig 5

Fig 6
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7. Pulling Sprouts from the Field

Yongquan
Point

History/Background
Once upon a time there was a young farmer. He was

very lazy and did not like to work too hard in the fields. However,
he liked having a good harvest. One day when he was in the
field working, he looked at the neighbour’s field and saw all
the spouts growing very tall. His own sprouts, though, were
still very small and short. He was not very happy about that.

One evening he suddenly had a thought and he then
went out to his own field. He began to tug up on all the small
spouts he had, wanting to make them taller than his
neighbour’s sprouts. He was so happy when he was done and
went back to his home singing. His sprouts were taller than his
neighbour’s now and that meant he did not have to work so
hard and his harvest would be better than his neighbour’s
harvest. The next morning he woke up feeling very satisfied
and so smiling we went along to his field. When he arrived at
the field, he was shocked! All his sprouts were died!

This is a story we learned in primary school. Today I
look back and see that it was a good lesson and clever way to
educate the children like that. Today our education fails to
educate children in how to behave and about cause and effect.
Instead, we educate children in how to be rich and famous as
their goal. But if someone is so rich, then this means a lot of
other people will be poor. If someone is famous, then many
others will have no name.

For myself and also many other societies, a government
that teaches its children the importance of being kind and
caring for others instead of teaching them to go only for their
own benefit, will have more good fortune in the future. A
society in which people help each other offers more than a
society in which everyone has advanced degrees but only
considers their own welfare and not others. This story tells us
that in order to get good results, there is no shortcut without
hard work. Today, so many people expect something without
working for it. This story reminds us that to have good results,
we should work for things step by step, not just try to get a
shortcut.
to be continued.... By Michael Tse
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When you go into a shop and see goods with price
labels, as someone from England you would tend
to assume that the figure displayed would have
some relation to the price – wrong. If it says
cotton on the label then one may be tempted

to think that the item in question is made out of cotton – not
necessarily so. The fact is that few prices are fixed, and things
are not always what they claim to be on the label; if you want
cotton you have to know what cotton is. Even though I am
now fully aware of the going price of, say, a bottle of coke, I
still occasionally find myself having to argue the toss.

Know
Your
Worth

Know
Your
Worth

Since we are living on a Chinese wage these exhausting
exchanges have had to become a part of daily life. If you look
like you’ve got the time and energy to argue you’ll probably
get what you want for the right price, if you look desperate in
any way, forget it. The interesting thing that comes out of it is
that I find myself relying on all sorts of senses that did not play
such a crucial role in life in England; for example when I start
discussing prices with traders I now read their facial features
and body language very closely. If I don’t know the going price,
I rely on observation and instinct much more to decide if I’m
being ripped off. It doesn’t always work but, as well as being
something that applies equally to martial arts, I’m aware that
this is an important day-to-day survival skill here. On the
surface everything seems to be fluid, but underneath you need
to be sure of yourself and rely on your own feelings, or you’ll
be taken to the cleaners. I think the consensus here is that I’ve
scrubbed up rather nicely.

I have met a lot of martial arts teachers, many of whom
have unquestionable ability; one guy demonstrated his Qi by
making his wrist expand as I tried, in vain, to stop it. Another
seemed to know so many forms it made my head hurt. In the
end choosing someone to train with seemed more a question
of personality than knowledge. The obvious questions are: do
they and their students look healthy, what are their students

Culture Shock Part III

People all over the world
have different ways of doing
things. Often we go to different
countries and expect things to be
the same as at home, but this is
never the case. You have to adapt
to the way things are done by the
locals, as the saying goes “When
in Rome do as the Romans do”.
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like and do you feel comfortable? All of which are pretty
subjective questions.

From experience and from talking to
other martial arts enthusiasts, many teachers
here do not ask for payment – cue alarm
bells and fanfare heralding one’s entry
into the web of guanxi. The standard
phrase that people use is that they
just want to be your ‘friend’, which
translates as ‘I have plans for
you’. If someone lets you pay
for teaching they are doing
you a big favour, heave a big
sigh of relief and give them
the money - you are being
partially released from
some of the obligations of
guanxi . I ended up
training with someone I
liked, who is unusual in
that he is very
straightforward and
hasn’t treated me much
different from his
Chinese students, all of
whom pay a small fee.
The irony of course is that
when people are
straightforward in this way
you’d be happy to help them
if they asked a favour of you.

My point about guanxi is
what we would call ‘emotional
blackmail’ is a part of everyday life
in China and you have to be strong
and clear in yourself to deal with it.

Often if someone is kind to you there’s a reason, and if you
can be manipulated you will be. The following is a scenario
that has repeated itself many times since we’ve been here:
somebody you’ve never met, or only met once or twice,
suddenly appears and offers you a gift, you do not want to
accept it but they are very persistent, they will lose face if you
refuse, if you accept it they will at some point appear on your
doorstep asking for a favour (in our case English Teaching)
which is their right since you accepted a gift from them. Do
you : a) Refuse the gift in the first place and let them lose
face; b) Agree to teach their son, daughter, cousin, cat, dog,
gerbil, etc. English; c) Act insane in the hope that they will all

go away; or d) Accept
the gift but tell them you’re too busy and
give them a gift in return. Of course, the
problem is more complicated when the
Dean of your Department pulls the same
stunt. Being confronted with this problem
on a monthly, if not weekly basis, I find it
hard to resist drawing analogies with

pushing hands.
That said, when you do form a real friendship with

someone it is amazing what doors open and the extent to
which people will go out of their way for each other. In these
cases friendship often ends up approximating to family
relationships with old friends often referring to each other as
their ‘brother’ or ‘sister’. In conclusion I would say that I have
come to value the clear guidelines and boundaries of the Tse
Qigong Centre and the sense of family that anyone who has
been a member for any length of time feels

By Peter Anderssen

“Guanxi is
what we would call
emotional blackmail”
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Humanity vs. Technology
In today’s world of technology and

‘pentium processors’ there are too
many people who feel more

comfortable communicating with
computers than with other human
beings. As we become as cold and
unfeeling as the machines we operate
we are in danger of losing our humanity.

Communication is a human skill,
necessary for survival. It is dependent not
on common language but an open heart
and mind. In recent years less attention
has been paid to educating children about
tolerance (of others), courtesy, and
respect etc. As the future generations
grow up closed and selfishly motivated
true communication is lost.

Ancient peoples lived simply,
cared for one another, and were in direct
communion with nature. They were
wiser, more intuitive, and more evolved
on a spiritual level. Overcrowding in the
big cities and increased crime rate breeds
cynicism, suspiciousness, intolerance, and
aggressiveness, leading us further away
from our innate human nature. We fail
to grasp many things on the subtle level
as our minds are too cluttered.

The brain is a great antenna which
can receive ‘messages’ and
‘information’. Despite progress in space
technology, quantum physics, and
genetic cloning etc. science is still
relatively young; today it st ill only
explains a small percentage of the brain’s
capabilities and functions. Western
science has only recently concluded that
the pineal and pituitary glands (located
within the frontal lobes of the brain) are
linked to psychic phenomena, such as
telepathy and ESP, while Daoists were
aware of this ‘precious square inch’
(known more commonly as ‘Sky-eye’)
many thousands of years ago.

Mental telepathy is considered a
high level of human skill. It is possible
between minds generating high
frequency waves, and those which are
open (honest), calm and clear. For most
people purest mental energy is blocked
by desires and ambitions, or dishonesty
and machinations, etc. In daily life the
mind is overused at work, then further

distracted by stimuli such as television,
computers, the internet, and video
games, or else decimated by drink and
drugs, which is why the majority of
people never tap into the brain’s ‘hidden
potential’ or even acknowledge its
existence. The more this potential
becomes lost over generations the more
it is compartmentalised into the realms
of the supernatural.

Modern life is geared toward
maximum comfort and convenience, and
so the masses are becoming increasingly
lazy, portending a future health crisis.
People prefer to drive around endlessly
in circles just topark closer to the entrance
of a shop rather than walk a few extra
yards. Capitalising on the public’s
indolence one U.S. company has
introduced a diet pill called ‘Exercise In A
Bottle’, and for $899 you can purchase

a chair
with a built-in refrigerator in one armrest
and telephone in the other (for ordering
pizza delivery !), and massager. One in
two Americans are overweight, and one
in three are obese. This is also due to
the lack of Qi within synthetic ‘food
technology’.

The human body can adapt to all
kinds of situations and possesses a
powerful healing mechanism which can
heal every illness under the right
conditions. Ancient peoples across the

continents lived well over 100 years of
age. They did not die prematurely from
cancer or organ failure, but naturally, of
old age. Most diseases we face today
are from 21st Century living conditions:
overcrowding, higher stress levels,
radiation-emitting gadgets, poor dietary
habits, pollution etc. Asthma barely
existed 100 years ago and carpal tunnel
syndrome was unheard of, but now with
everyone using computers, seizures in the
hands are commonplace.

Apparently now over 10 million
Americans suffer from ‘social anxiety
disorder’, defined as “an intense and
overwhelming fear and avoidance of
social situations”. The ‘scientific’ cure is,
of course, a pill which induces sweating,
yawning, tremors, flatulence and
diarrhoea; the very things which are
deemed unacceptable in social situations

and ridiculed, thus
defeating the
objective.

Despite con-
stant achievements
in the scientif ic
material world the
science of
‘humanity’ seems
to be in recession.
There are currently
well over 500
organised hate
groups in America
alone, a neo-Nazi
resurgence in
Germany, and

global racism. The
human race remains

divided by skin colours, cultural traditions,
religious beliefs, language, and class
structure, and we are losing our
connection with nature itself, the very
root of our existence. At the end of the
day we are not so much human beings
on a spiritual path as spiritual beings
learning what it is to be human.
Incorporating technology has become a
necessity but we must not forget what it
means to be human

by Adam Wallace.
adam@qimagaz ine .c om

Humanity refers not only to mankind but also to the positive characteristics
exhibited by people, like compassion, kindness, and tolerance etc. Qigong fosters
these qualities, along the path to health, so practice benefits society as a whole.

Humanity vs. Technology
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Basic Self
Defence vs
Weapons
In the last few issues we have looked

at basic self defence techniques
against empty handed attacks and

then followed this to look at Qinna
(locking) techniques. Now we turn our
attention to defending yourself against
an opponent who is carrying a weapon
of some type. Once again, these are only
some suggestions and should not be
attempted unless you have qualified
tuition.

i With any heavy object, it is better to
try and avoid blocking it as it will be
very heavy and strong when it is
moving.

ii Face your opponent and relax. Fig 8
iii A heavy object must be swung at you.

So wait for him to begin to swing it
back. Fig 9

i Your opponent is holding a knife in
his right hand and stabs towards your
stomach.

ii Step back and sideways to avoid the
knife, at the same time use your right
hand to block his forearm. Fig 1

iii With your left hand, quickly grab his
right wrist. You do not need to pull or
push it, just stop it from moving so
the blade become useless.

iv Attack the opponents chin with your
right elbow. Fig 2

v Lift his right hand up, at the same
time quickly open your right arm,
grab the back of his head and push it
down, making him bend forwards.

vi Attack his face with your knee. Fig 3
Repeat on both sides until the movements

are smooth an quick.

i This time the opponent stabs towards
your face. Fig 4

ii Step to the side to avoid the blade
and block his arm with your left arm.
Once again, quickly grasp his wrist to
stop him using the knife again. Fig 5

iii Strike his chin. Fig 6
iv Using a Qinna technique, place your

right hand under his elbow and
suddenly lift it up, whilst at the same
time jerk down with your left hand to
make him drop the knife. Fig 7

Again practise on both sides. Make sure
that your can lock your opponent’s arm quickly
and strongly otherwise he will be able to attack
you with his other hand.

iv As he swings back, kick his hip, this
will cause him to loose his balance
and not be able to swing back at you.
Fig 10

v As your foot comes down, close in
and strike his head. Fig 11

If you cannot make him lose his balance,
then he will be able to swing at you. You can
practise by letting him swing at you and stay
out of range, then when you feel you can close
in enough, try the suggested technique. If you
are not quite successful, then you should step
closer to your opponent as he will find it hard to
swing the chair at you.

Basic Self
Defence vs
Weapons

Low Knife Attack

High Knife Attack

Defence Against a Chair (Large Object)
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41. If you have a big mirror on the wall,
you should not walk in and immediately
see it. If so, it will cause stress and too
much day-dreaming and fantasy.
42. If you have a mirror in a place like
the corner where it is not too obvious
and not too big, just big enough to look
at, then you will always see your own
mistake and correct yourself.
43. If you have a mirror that is too big,
then you have a big ego and concentrate
only on yourself. In the end, you bring
up the unhappiness.
44. If the mirror is covered or decorated
with other things, then it means you have
a lot of things you have not completed
in your life and by the time you
remember, it will always be a bit late.
45. If the mirror is an odd or unusual
shape, it means you will not take your
life very seriously, and your relationships
and your career will go up and down.

46. If the silvering on the mirror is
distorted or scratched, then it can affect
your health, particularly your skin and
hair.
47. If your sofa is too soft, it will easily
cause back problems and cause you to
always be sleepy.
48. If your sofa is hard, it will give you
energy to look forward to your future and
career.

Feng Shui for the Living Room
Part IV

Your living room is one of the most important rooms in your house.
Often your home is centred around it and you spend most of your time
with your family in it. So it is important that the Feng Shui is right.

Feng Shui for the Living Room

A Mirror facing the door is not good

A sensible sized mirror in the corner is the best option

“There are a lot of things
you have not completed

in your life “
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A cracked mirror or one
that distorts your image
is bad Feng Shui

A sofa that is too soft
is not good for your
health

A small sofa means
you will be lonely

49. If your sofa dominates the space in the
living room, it will mean you will become
lazy and will not want to work.
50. If your sofa is too small and there is too
much space in the living room, it means
you will be lonely and your work and
relationships will be on hold and not start

by Michael Tse

A very large mirror is not good for you.

An oddly shaped
mirror will affect your
energy
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